
What's New in Flame 2015 Extension 2

Welcome to Autodesk Flame 2015 Extension 2. This extension release has new creative features, performance enhancements,
and many other improvements. Follow these links to navigate to see what's new in the sections below:
■ Flame Assist on Linux (page 1)

■ Flare on OSX (page 2)

■ SDI Preview in Flare (page 2)

■ Action (page 2)

■ Editing (page 4)

■ Timewarp (Timeline FX) (page 5)

■ Batch or Batch FX  (page 5)

■ Conform (page 6)

■ Desktop (page 7)

■ Format Support (page 8)

■ Export (page 9)

■ Archiving (page 13)

■ Publish (page 14)

■ Video I/O and Preview (page 14)

■ Miscellaneous Flame Improvements (page 14)

■ Lustre (page 15)

Flame Assist on Linux

Autodesk Flame Assist is now available on the Linux platform.

NOTE In order to use the SDI Preview feature on the Linux version of Flame Assist, you must:
■ Have one of the following three AJA graphics cards: OEM2K, Kona 3G Quad, Kona 4G.

■ Be running RedHat 6.3.

■ Download and install the updated AJA driver. Once downloaded, decompress the archive and follow the instructions
supplied in the Readme file.

Also, when installing the Linux version of Flame Assist, the default monitor that is assigned by Xorg is a Generic HD
monitor, even if you have an Autodesk certified workstation (graphics card, monitor, extender) and an AJA card for SDI
Preview. In order to use the SDI Preview feature with an Autodesk certified workstation, and have the timings and refresh
rates in sync, you must select the proper monitor manually. This is done either through the Setup Utility or by editing
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the Xorg.conf file directly. Once the proper monitor is selected, you must restart the Xorg service by pressing Ctrl +
Alt + Backspace or by rebooting your workstation.

Flame Assist has the same AJA stereo broadcast capabilities as Flame (no NVIDIA / RTD).

Back to top (page 1)

Flare on OSX

Autodesk Flare is now available on the OSX platform.

Back to top (page 1)

SDI Preview in Flare

The SDI Preview feature is now available in Flare (Linux and OSX).

NOTE In order to use the SDI Preview feature on the Linux version of Flare, you must:
■ Have one of the following three AJA graphics cards: OEM2K, Kona 3G Quad, Kona 4G.

■ Be running RedHat 6.3.

■ Download and install the updated AJA driver. Once downloaded, decompress the archive and follow the instructions
supplied in the Readme file.

Also, when installing the Linux version of Flare, the default monitor that is assigned by Xorg is a Generic HD monitor,
even if you have an Autodesk certified workstation (graphics card, monitor, extender) and an AJA card for SDI Preview.
In order to use the SDI Preview feature with an Autodesk certified workstation, and have the timings and refresh rates in
sync, you must select the proper monitor manually. This is done either through the Setup Utility or by editing the Xorg.conf
file directly. Once the proper monitor is selected, you must restart the Xorg service by pressing Ctrl + Alt + Backspace
or by rebooting your workstation.

Flare has the same AJA stereo broadcast capabilities as Flame (no NVIDIA / RTD).

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Action

Action Tracking

■ A new Planer Tracking workflow is available from the Perspective Grid, Axis, and GMask nodes in Action. These three
nodes now display a unified Tracking tab in their respective menus. In addition to Planar tracking, you also have the
ability to enter the Stabilizer from each of these nodes, as well as from the Surface menu.

You can use planar tracking in your Action compositing workflow on many different types of footage to produce
different results. The tracking menu exposes many settings to help you prepare and refine the planar track. Read the
following sections for some tips and best practices to get the best possible results out of the planar tracker.

What Result Are You Looking For?

Before you perform planar tracking, it is useful to think of what type of result you are trying to achieve in Action. Since
you can apply planar tracking from the Axis, Perspective Grid, or GMask node, you should have an idea of how each
node handles the resulting tracking data:
■ Planar Tracking in the Axis node: Use when you want another object or surface to follow to transform

happening in an images sequence. Since the Axis itself does not contain media, the planar tracker needs GMask
splines to include or exclude to perform the tracking analysis.

■ Planar Tracking in the Perspective Grid node: Use when you have images with planar info that you want
the perspective to be sorted out for you. Since the Perspective Grid acts as an Axis, it performs a similar tracking
function, but has the advantage of tracking the grid information directly (with or without GMask constraints).
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■ Planar Tracking in the GMask node: Use primarily for rotoscoping work (to remove parts of the image or the
Action scene for another tool or compositing), or if you want to use a GMask as an animated occlude.

Pre-Tracking Settings

See the full list of settings in the tooltips. Here are a few things to keep in mind before you track:
■ Look out for rotation, scale, skew, and perspective in your media to be tracked; and enable the appropriate buttons

to help the tracking analysis. Of these four buttons, pay particular attention to Perspective; enable it only if the
content is planar, and there is perspective information. Enabling Perspective without these may result in instability
in the tracking analysis.

■ Sampling field (Region Warping algorithm): As a general rule, a larger sampling reference increases the quality of
the results, but takes longer. There may be instances, though, when a lower sampling value works better, such as
when there is a lot of grain or noise in the media, or if there is fast camera motion. In these instances, down-sampling
may actually eliminate these potential sources of confusion for the algorithm.

■ Lighting button (Region Warping algorithm): Enable to help with colour variations or high specularity. Enabling
Lighting can also help with diffuse reflection in an object, such as clouds in a window.

■ Occlusions button (Region Warping algorithm): Make sure that the sequence has occlusions that you don't want
to be tracked. Enabling on a sequence where no occlusions appear, may lead to tracking errors.

■ Analyze RGB Channels button (Region Warping algorithm): Should only be enabled when colour information can
make a difference in a track. When enabled, it could generate a better result than when only Luminance is used,
but at the cost of performance.

■ In some cases, bad tracking data can be alleviated by selecting Lock in the FOV Adjustments box in the Perspective
Grid menu, before tracking.

Analysis Constraints

Use inclusive or exclusive GMask constraints to limit the tracking to certain areas of the media. When planar tracking
from the Axis node, you must set GMask constraints, as the Axis itself can not be tracked.
■ Inclusive constraints: You can set GMask constraints (which include GMask gradients, if created), or just GMask

gradients (inner and outer gradients can be tracked). An example of using only GMask gradients is when you are
tracking a highly reflective surface, such as a smart phone screen. In this case, you can create a gradient on the
GMask to expand the trackable area.

NOTE When tracking from the GMask node, Gradients is the only available inclusive constraint.

■ Exclusive constraints: You can set areas of the media to not be considered in the tracking. Media GMasks float in
the Action scene (that is, they are not attached to the node being tracked), but they must be assigned to the same
media as the node being tracked.

Analysis Settings

To help you view the tracking analysis as it occurs, switch to Object Solo (F8) view, and make sure that the Shape
Reference and Shape Current buttons are enabled in the Display tab.

If you need to fine-tune the tracking analysis, many of the analysis settings are similar to those in the Stabilizer; Step,
Snap, and Auto Update Reference should be familiar to you, as well as using the backspace key to delete bad keyframes
(it is preferable to delete any bad keyframes before re-tracking). See the full list of settings in the tooltips.
■ Use Ctrl for added functionality with the Go To Reference button to go to the last analyzed frame, and with the

Set button to add a keyframe on the track without doing an analysis.

■ Updating the reference can help the track, since it constantly compares the current frame content to the reference,
to extract the tracking data. You have two options to update the reference:
■ Update it manually when the track is failing, using Snap.
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■ Enable Auto Update Reference. Using Auto Update Reference generally allows you to perform an easier track,
at the cost of stability, since it compares the current frame to the previous (or next) frame, and therefore is likely
to introduce offset over time, or instability in the track. Large occlusions or motion blur may also impede the
Auto Update Reference.

Other Action Tracking improvements:

■ When entering the Stabilizer from an Action GMask node, you are now able to set any media as the media to be tracked.

■ GMask tracking data is now all placed into the same tracking shape channel.

Other Action Improvements

■ Use the new Invert button in the Axis menu to invert numerical Axis menu settings.

■ The predictability of the Perspective Grid has been improved. New settings in the Grid tab of the Perspective Grid
menu include a 2D or 3D mode.

■ It is now possible to render Action outputs in a larger canvas, without changing the active resolution (allowing you
to easily fix a number of edge rendering issues, including AO, GMask Softness, Blooming, etc.). To do so, use the new
Over Scan Mode box and Scale field in the Action setup menu Rendering section (not available when Action is accessed
as a Timeline FX). The over scan border is displayed in the image window as a dotted line, if the Border button is
enabled in the Grid settings.

■ It is now possible to automatically set the Action resolution to that of the back clip using the Same as Background
option in the Resolution Mode box (in the Action setup menu Rendering section).

■ Premultiplied and Unpremultiplied options are now available for all Action blending operators.

■ You can now filter the Normal output by enabling the Anti-Aliasing render option in the Action Output menu.

■ The quality and performance of Action GMask's gradient and smoothing features has been improved.

■ The FBX SDK has been upgraded to version 2015.1.

■ The Alembic SDK has been upgraded to version 1.5.4.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Editing

■ Match from the Timeline is now selection-based.

■ Information from the segment is preserved in a new matched copy if the original source in the Media Library or Desktop
is not found.

■ Using the Cut tool now preserves the name of the segment when splicing a sequence that contains more than one
segment. Previously, resulting clips were named <untitled> or were given the name of the sequence.

■ A Delete Mark button has been added to the Cue Mark Timeline Toolbar.

■ The following changes apply to Matte Containers:
■ Head and Tail handles are now automatically unrolled (similar to a normal Container).

■ If the Matte media length is equal to the Front length, then the Matte segment is positioned at the same start as
the Front segment.

■ If the Matte media length is different to the Front length, then the Matte segment is positioned at the Container
segment start (yellow marks).

Back to top (page 1)
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What's New in Timewarp (Timeline FX)

■ It is now possible to modify the length of a segment using the new Duration mode of the Timewarp Timeline FX.

■ The Render Mode and Field Interpolation settings are now available from the Timeline FX quick menu.

■ It is now possible to display the information of the Timing field of the Timewarp Timeline FX.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Batch or Batch FX

New Batch FX Workflow

■ The BFX workflow has been enhanced, enabling recursive BFX, for more flexibility and easier media management.

■ The Timeline tab is now available in the BFX view.

■ You can now create BFX clips within BFX clips (BFX levels), from the Timeline tab in the BFX view.

■ You can create an unlimited number of BFX levels.

■ You have the ability to drill-down to any BFX level, by selecting the parent BFX, in the schematic, and clicking the
Edit BFX button.

■ The BFX levels are dynamically displayed in the Media panel, based on your current selection.

Render and Write File Nodes in Batch FX

■ The Render and Write File Nodes are now available in Batch FX. You can use the Render or Write File nodes to render
portions of your Batch FX trees (intermediate renders) and generate new media.

NOTE While you are free to connect a Write File or Render node anywhere in your Batch FX tree, it is ultimately the BFX
Output node that is patched back into the Timeline. This cannot be bypassed.

Recursive Batch FX Workflow Improvements

■ BFX View: The new BFX View displays all of the BFX levels as a hierarchy graph. To display the BFX View, select the
view from the Timeline tab's View Mode box.

Implicit Selection in Batch or Batch FX

■ Two new context views are now available in Batch or Batch FX, on top of Context 1 and Context 2: Current Clip Node
and Current Node.
■ Current Clip Node:  When a clip is actively selected, it displays a yellow border. If you then actively select a node,

the node displays the yellow border and the last selected clip displays a dotted border - it remains the Current Clip
Node. You always have the ability to display the last selected clip node, whether it is actively selected or not.

■ Current Node: When a node is actively selected, it displays a yellow border. If you then actively select a Clip Node,
the clip displays the yellow border and the last selected node displays a dotted border - it remains the Current Node.
You always have the ability to display the last selected node, whether it is actively selected or not.

■ To display the Current Clip Node or the Current Node in the Viewer, select the view you want to display from the
View box, in Batch or Batch FX, on the Timeline Viewer tab or from the Timeline FX user interface.

T+Click Keyboard Shortcut

■ In Batch or Batch FX, you can now apply the resolution of a clip to a node, with the T+Click keyboard shortcut. Simply
select the node you want to resize and T+Click the clip whose resolution you want to apply to the node. This also
copies the Tape/Reel/Source name to Render nodes.
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Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Conform

■ You can now conform RGBA media files used in an AAF sequences.

Based on the MediaHub Clip Options for RGBA media files, a conformed sequence shows either a regular segment (if
the option is set to Ignore Alpha Channel) or a Matte Container (if the option is set to Create Matte Container). You
can also use already imported source clips: the status of the clip (regular or matte container) is be used. This applies to
any segment in an AAF, including segments with Matte Key effects.

■ You can now conform Apple Final Cut Pro 10.1.3 XML files.

■ Better handling of Color Effect conformed from Media Composer 7.0 (and later).

■ Modifications done to the resolution options are now preserved for the current session.

■ With an unlinked segment, you can now select its File Location, File Name and File Type, and then press Enter (without
modification) to have Flame validate the path, file name, or file type. You can then proceed with selecting a match.

■ You can now select a Shared library as a conform search location.

■ The frame rate EDL Import Option is now persistent within a session.

■ Unlink & Relink actions can now be Undone and Redone.

Enhancements to the Events List

■ You can now use the contextual menu to edit a segment's name (Rename), comment (Comment), or shot name (Rename
Shot). This displays a new dialog box, which gives you access to tokens to build token-based standardized strings.

■ You can also edit the Name, Comment, and Shot Name fields using a new dialog box. Right-click an event and select
Rename, Comment, or Rename Shot to display this dialog: use it to build strings.

■ The order in which the columns are displayed in the Events list has been updated, presenting in the left-most columns
the most useful metadata.

■ New columns are available in Conform's Events list:
■ Event #: When conforming from an EDL, Event # is preserved on a shot basis.

■ Segment #: A sequential index (from 1) indicating the relative position of each segment; gaps are not indexed unless
they have a Timeline FX applied.

■ Record In and Record Out: These used to be combined in a single column.

■ Track: The location of the segment in the sequence (Video Track and layer, Video Version, Audio).

■ Source In and Source Out: These two columns used to be combined in a single column.

■ Shot Name: A user-defined name, most notably used for shot publish.

■ Comment: Either a comment added by the user to the segment, or in the case of an imported EDL, a comment
from that EDL.

■ You can now edit the following fields directly from the Events list:
■ Event #

■ Segment #

■ Source Media Track (for audio patching)

■ Tape

■ Source In

■ Source Out

■ Name

■ Shot Name
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■ Comment

■ File Location

■ File Name

■ Modifications done to the timeline updates simultaneously the Events list. For example, slipping a segment updates
its Handles in the Events list.

■ You can now edit easily the Source In and the Source Out of an event. In the Source In or the Source Out field,
click-and-drag to the left or to the right to modify the value. Or click in a field to display the Calculator.
■ If the selected segment is unlinked, you can modify In and Out without affecting the head & tail. Especially useful

when fixing source timecode issues in AAF and XML sequences.

■ If the selected segment is linked, the modifications are interactive and similar to a slip: heads & tails are updated
based on the linked media. Note that in this case, you cannot change the timecode outside of the media boundaries.

■ You can now edit in one operation the all the contents of a column when you select multiple events.

1 Select multiple events (using Ctrl- or Shift-click).

2 Click a field to edit, such as Shot Name.

3 Type in the new information, and then press Enter.

Every Shot Name of the selected events updates to display the new information.

■ When editing a column in a multi-selection, Flame tries its best to match the different strings, using * as a placeholder
for non-matching characters. This allows you to modify any string and yet preserve the specifics of each event.

For example, you want to change the tape name of multiple events. The tape names for these events are AT003, AT004,
AT005. Ctrl-click all three events to create a multi-selection, and then click one of the selected Tape Name fields:
that field is now editable and displays AT00*, the * standing in for the 3, the 4, and the 5.

■ When modifying a multi-selection using the calculator, use its Add or Sub buttons to add or subtract the same value
across all fields.

1 Select multiple events.

2 Click the numeric field to modify, such as Source In.

3 Enter the offset you want to add or remove. 1:00:00:00 for example.

4 Click Add or Sub. The values update accordingly.

5 Click Enter to confirm.

■ Locked tracks cannot be modified.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Desktop

Reel Groups

■ The new Reel Groups feature gives you more granular control over the display of your reels and makes their management
easier.

■ Reels are now displayed as part of Reel Groups. To display a reel in the Reels view, you first enable the display of its
Reel Group, in the Media panel and select which reels, from the Reel Group, to display in the Reels view. Only one
Reel Group can be displayed at a time.

■ You can pin reels at the bottom of the Reels view, by clicking the pin icon, to its right, in the Media panel. A pinned
reel persists even if you change the Reel Group displayed in the Reels view. So, for example, you could pin the shot
you’re currently working on and change the displayed reels, based on the source material needed to continue building
your shot. Pinned reels have a small pin icon displayed to their right.
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■ You can assign a keyboard shortcut to pin/unpin reels, by assigning a key sequence to "Pin/Unpin Reels Under Cursor",
in the keyboard shortcut editor.

■ Priority is given to pinned reels. This means that if we enable the display of more reels than the maximum number of
supported reels (based on the size and resolution of your screen), displayed reels will be hidden accordingly, to leave
room for the pinned reels. As a displayed reel gets hidden, the eye icon to its right turns black.

■ The order in which the pinned reels are shown in the Reels view reflects their order in the Media panel. If you want
to change the order in which pinned reels are shown, you must change their order in the Media panel.

■ Once displayed or pinned, each reel has a drop-down menu, marked by a pin icon, for pinned reels and an eye icon
for displayed reels.
■ The drop-down menu on displayed reels enables you to change the displayed reel group. Only one reel group can

be displayed at a time.

■ The drop-down on pinned reels enables you to change the pinned reel for another reel in the same reel group. Only
one reel per Reel Group can be pinned at a time. You can, however, pin more than one reel, as long as each pinned
reel is part of a different Reel Group.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Format Support

■ You can now import and export RGBA QuickTime files encoded with DNxHD codecs.

■ Flame improves on its support for non-RGBA channels in OpenEXR files by now being able to read non-RGBA channels
(such as Z pass) located at the root of the channels hierarchy.

NOTE 32-bit integer channels are seen as 12-bit clips in MediaHub.

■ Support for 12-bit DPX (packed) from CODEX recorders, such as used by Canon C500 users to record high quality
uncompressed media files.

Important notes

■ You cannot use the Linked to Media File option in Media Export to create file system links to the original media
files since Flame cannot generate 12-bit packed DPX, the format used by CODEX recorders. Flame will instead
create new 12-bit unpacked DPX files.

■ On Lustre, this type of DPX can only be imported through Wiretap.

Updates to Apple ProRes Support

You can now import, export, and use for media cache (intermediates) Apple ProRes. This is available in:

■ Flame Premium

■ Flame

■ Flame Assist (Linux and Mac OS X)

■ Lustre

■ Lustre Premium

■ Flare (Linux and Mac OSX)

NOTE  Linux support adds the ability to render Apple ProRes compressed intermediate in Burn and Background Reactor for
rendering.

You can now import, export, and use for media cache (intermediates) Apple ProRes 4444 XQ

■ Available to every product that support ProRes.
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■ Can be used for compressed intermediates.

■ Created by Apple for extended dynamic range content.

■ You can now export 1998x1080 content as ProRes.

Updates to DNxHD Support

Support for DNxHD has been updated, for both Mac OS X and Linux platforms.

Support for the DNxHD 100 family:

■ DNxHD 100 (1080@29.97p)

■ DNxHD 85 (1080@25p)

■ DNxHD 80 (1080@29.97p)

■ DNxHD 80 (1080@24p)

■ Supported at both import and export.

■ New Movie export presets have been created to support these new formats.

Support for DNxHD 444:

■ Also known as DNxHD 350x because of its 350 Mbps data rate .

■ Supported at both import and export.

■ Also available as compressed intermediates for cached or rendered media in a project.

■ Available in QuickTime and MXF flavours.

■ New Movie export presets have been created to support these new formats.

■ Linux only.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Export

■ New Python hooks provide you with the capacity to plug Flame into a shot tracking system. They are detailed here
(page 22).

■ The robustness of the Media Export background services has been improved.

■ Sequences published as Apple FCP X XML can now be imported in Apple Final Cut Pro 10.1.3 and DaVinci Resolve
11.

■ You can now add '#' to numerical tokens to define padding; <segment##> displays a 2-digit segment index.

■ Muted tracks are no longer exported.

■ You can now export clips and sequences based on In/Out marks. In Media Export, a new option named Export Between
Marks is available.
■ When exporting content that have In and Out marks, the out marks are exclusive: the out frame is not exported.

■ When only In or Out mark is set on a clip, in to end OR start to out is used.

■ You can now export a sequence and define the Video track to export by using the new Use Top Video Track option
located in Media Export.
■ With the option disabled (the default), the current primary video track of the current version is used.

■ When the option is enabled, the top video track of the current version is used.
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EDL Improvements

■ When you export a sequence as an EDL, tape names with illegal Unix characters are written to the EDL using the Tape
Name Extension.

The Tape Name Extension stores both the original name and a sanitized version, allowing third party applications to
import and correctly conform the EDL, displaying the sanitized name. And when re-importing in an Autodesk
application, the EDL displays the original tape names.

How the tape name is sanitized:

■ Spaces are replaced with underscores; TAPE 1 becomes TAPE_1

■ Illegal Unix characters are replaced with underscores; TAPE$1 becomes TAPE_1

■ Lowercase characters are replaced with uppercase characters; tape1 becomes TAPE1

■ You can now when export a sequence as an EDL (using the EDL Export or from Sequence Publish) to generate CMX-3600
EDL with long tape names (maximum 52 characters). A new option, named Use Long Tape Name, located in EDL
Export dialog, enables this ability.

■ Constant TW are now more accurately written to the EDL.

■ Animated TW are now converted into constant TW when written to an exported EDL. The Source In and Source Out
written to the outgoing EDL match the span of the media used in the original, animated, TW. The constant TW speed
in the outgoing EDL is calculated so that the media fits the segment's duration.

AAF Export

It is now possible to Publish a sequence as an AAF (Advanced Authoring Format) file with non-flattened video tracks.

Use AAF export when you want to share a sequence with third-party applications. The AAF Export generates a simplified
sequence that can be used in third-party application for creative editorial, colour correction, media management, etc.

You can have a metadata-only or a metadata and media files publish.

In previous releases, the AAF export capabilities exported a flattened video track to be used as a video reference in audio
finishing products like Avid ProTools. The current version enables video editorial interchange between Autodesk products
and third-party applications supporting the AAF protocol.

The exported AAF file can be imported into the following applications:

■ Avid Media Composer (version 8 and later)

■ DaVinci Resolve (version 11 and later)

■ Filmlight Baselight

■ Flame Family 2015x2

Not all the information part of the sequence can be published in an AAF. Look at the Limitations section to generate an
AAF compatible with what you want to accomplish.

You can select a Sequence Publish AAF Export preset, or customize the various Sequence Publish options.

AAF Presets

You can use one of the following Sequence Publish presets to export an AAF for a specific purpose.

AAF for Avid Media Composer (Sequence only)  Export an AAF file referencing the original media files. The exported
sequence shows all video and audio tracks. No media files are generated. See the Limitations section to ensure that the
exported sequence is compatible with this preset.
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AAF for Avid Media Composer (DNxHD 36 and 16-bit WAVE) This preset generates a multi-tracks video and audio AAF
file along with 8-bit 1080p QuickTime (DNxHD36/45) referencing the media with effects. 16-bit audio WAVE files are also
generated.

AAF for Avid Media Composer (DNxHD 175X and 24-bit WAVE) This preset generates a video and audio multi-tracks
AAF file along with 10-bit 1080p QuickTime (DNxHD175X/185X/220X) referencing the media with effects. 24-bit audio
WAVE files are also generated.

AAF for DaVinci Resolve DNxHD 175X and 24-bit WAVE) This preset generates a video and audio multi-tracks AAF file
with 10-bit 1080p QuickTime (DNxHD175X/185X/220X) referencing the media with effects. 24-bit audio WAVE files are
also generated. Audio tracks are flattened.

AAF for DaVinci Resolve for Source Grading (DNxHD 175X and 24-bit WAVE) This preset generates a video and audio
multi-tracks AAF file with 10-bit 1080p QuickTime (DNxHD175X/185X/220X) using the original media. 24-bit audio
WAVE files are also generated, but the audio tracks are flattened.

AAF for DaVinci Resolve (Sequence only) This preset generates a video-only multi-track AAF file referencing the source
media with effects. No media files are generated.

Customizing AAF Publish

1 In Media Export, set Export to Sequence Publish.

2 Enable Show Advanced Options to access the detailed settings.

3 In the Sequence Options, set Format to AAF.

From the Sequence Options tab, you can export an AAF file that references the original media files or generate an XML
file that will reference new media files.

To export only an AAF, without media:

■ Enable Include Video and Include Audio, as required.

■ Disable both Export Video Media and Export Audio Media.

■ Click Export.

This creates an AAF file where the video and audio tracks reference the original media files. Also note that the Tracks
and Transitions option is implicitly set to Keep All Tracks, and cannot be changed.

To export an AAF and its media:

■ Enable Include Video and Include Audio, as required.

■ Enable Export Video Media and Export Audio Media, as required.

■ Select a Media option, either Use Original Media or Use Media with FX.

■ Select an option for Tracks and Transitions. This option defines the exported structure of the sequence:
■ Flatten Tracks: The sequence is converted to a single segment.

■ Flatten Tracks with Transitions: A multi-track sequence is converted to a single track, where the dissolve transitions
are preserved. Other transitions are flattened.

■ Keep All Tracks: The sequence structure is preserved but non-dissolve transitions are converted to centered dissolve
transitions.

Limitations

The following guidelines will help you create AAF that should conform properly in third party applications.
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Metadata-only AAF export:

The idea with metadata only AAF export is to provide to third party applications a sequence that reflects the editorial
intention. You should prepare the sequence prior to exporting it to minimize problems in the third party application.
■ Only use Dissolve transitions. Wipe, Action, and Matchbox transitions are not exported to the AAF, and should all be

converted to Dissolves prior to export to avoid timing issues: these transitions are ignored and the timing of the
sequence might be impacted.

■ Avoid using generated sources. Since by definition a metadata-only AAF export does not export any media, the exported
AAF would reference sources that are not available outside of Flame.
■ Timewarps

■ Containers and Matte Containers

■ Hard Committed segments

■ BFX

■ Content generated internally (Tools, Batch, etc)

■ Colour sources, Bars, Noise, Gradient

■ Fade to / from colour

■ Not all third-party application support all media formats and codecs that can be used in Flame. You should verify that
the media files referenced by the sequence can be read by the third party application.

Media and metadata AAF export:

In this export type, Flame create AAF files referencing the newly generated media files. This is ideal when the destination
application does not manage different file formats.
■ Only use Dissolve transitions. Wipe, Action, and Matchbox transitions are not exported to the AAF, and should all be

converted to Dissolves prior to export to avoid timing issues: these transitions are ignored and the timing of the
sequence might be impacted.

■ Using the Use Original Media will generate media files based on the source clips used with Timeline FX (except
Timewarps). Segments with BFX, Container/Matte Container, content generated internally (Tools, Batch, etc), colour
sources, bars, noise, gradient, fade from/to color, etc. all generate media files based on the Media with FX.

■ Using the Use Media with FX generates media files based on the resulting Timeline FX. In this mode, no handle media
file can be generated since handles are not rendered.

■ To ensure maximum compatibility with third party applications, make sure to export the following media file types:
■ Exported video media should be Movie files, either QuickTime or MXF files.

■ Exported audio media should be Audio files (AIFF or WAVE). For workflows where the timecode is important, us
WAVE format.

Application specific notes

■ Avid Media Composer:
■ When importing a sequence that contains dissolve transitions, MC displays a warning about a sequence update

for advanced keyframe effect. You can safely confirm the dialog, and even enable the Do not ask again loading a
sequence option.

■ When importing an AAF file in Avid Media Composer, the sequence appears as Offline (media files will not be
linked to the sequence). Media Composer requires media files to be indexed prior linking. You need to manually
import the media files (through either Media Import or AMA Import), and then relink the sequence to the master
clips. If you generated MXF files from Flame, make sure to select the MXF file format in the AMA Import dialog;
not doing so will produce an error.

■ Also, avoid generating QuickTime files with Avid DNxHD codec if you plan on relinking the sequence using the
Import dialog. QuickTime DNxHD can only be read through AMA.
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■ DaVinci Resolve:
■ Avoid publishing a sequence that has audio crossfades and fades transitions. DaVinci Resolve will report errors and

will remove the audio transitions.

Command Line Export

Flame now includes a command line export utility, flame_export, found in /usr/discreet/io/bin/.

This utility allows you to couple a Wiretap Node ID and an export preset to export material from the command line. Here
is an example:

./flame_export -e

/projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4/638010ac_5421becf_0008e888/638010ac_5421beea_000cb50c -p

/tmp/qt_review.xml -d /path/to/export/

Although this utility could be coupled with a small program that leverages the C or Python APIs for Wiretap, there are
simple tools bundled with the application to browse Flame project structures, using command line tools:

./wiretap_get_children

./wiretap_print_tree

We can get parts of the hierarchy from a project by limiting the depth of the tree to show:

/usr/discreet/wiretap/tools/current/wiretap_print_tree -h localhost:IFFFS -n /projects/projectOne/ -d 1

This will output:

projectOne <node> (PROJECT) Node ID: /projects/projectOne/

Workspace <node> (WORKSPACE) Node ID: /projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f5c_000a0265

Shared Libraries <node> (LIBRARY_LIST) Node ID: /projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4

The clip we want to export is located in a Shared Library, so we can just look at this part of the project hierarchy:

/usr/discreet/wiretap/tools/current/wiretap_print_tree -h localhost:IFFFS -n

/projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4 -d 2

This will output:

Shared Libraries <node> (LIBRARY_LIST) Node ID: /projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4

LIB1 <node> (LIBRARY) Node ID: /projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4/638010ac_5421becf_0008e888

sg050 <clip> (CLIP) Node ID:

/projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4/638010ac_5421becf_0008e888/638010ac_5421beea_000cb50c

The clip we want to export is sg050 and the preset we want to use is /tmp/qt_review.xml.

./flame_export -e

/projects/projectOne/638010ac_540f1f4c_0000b4d4/638010ac_5421becf_0008e888/638010ac_5421beea_000cb50c -p

/tmp/qt_review.xml -d /path/to/export/

This will export the clip using the defined preset.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Archiving

This extension improves upon the archiving process feedback, and on its robustness.
■ You can now restore a project using a different name if the original name is already used.

■ The application displays the archive segments required to restore an archive.
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■ The application estimates, on demand, the storage space required to restore an archive.

■ The application warns if there is not enough space to archive the Pending Archive material.

■ The size estimates are now more accurate, especially when archiving audio material.

■ With Verify Source Media enabled, clicking Cancel now returns you to the archive instead of archiving, and then
cancel the archive.

■ You are provided with more feedback when archiving projects.

■ There is less noise when restoring an archive: deleted entries are not restored, folders are collapsed when restored.

■ The flame_archive command line tool provides you with mechanisms to access, restore, or archive material. You can
find it in /usr/discreet/io/bin/.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Publish

A simplified shot distribution system is now available, as part of the Publish workflow.

This simplified distribution system is two-fold:
■ An enhanced Publish workflow:

■ Publish can now create a folder structure that contains all elements for each shot in a multi-layer sequence.

■ Publish can also create a batch setup associated to each shot.

■ Tokens can be used to name a shot with metadata information provided by the project and sequence, along with
bulk segment renaming.

■ Version tokens and the Open Clip XML format can now be exported as part of publish workflow. This should
improve collaboration with other applications, both first and third party.

■ Versions in the Timeline:
■ Clip version selection is now available from the Timeline.

■ You can choose to update version of an entire sequence (or selection of sequences) to the latest version, or to the
approved version.

You can find additional information here (page 18).

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Video I/O and Preview

■ New YUV decoding UI options for output monitoring: in the Broadcast Colour Space box, YCrCb Rec.2020 4:2:2 is
available when a 4k broadcast timing is selected.

■ The HDMI output on AJA 4G devices is now available.

■ 2K DCI preview when using the GFX SDI is now available to Flame.

■ YUV 422 input from and output to VTR is now native in Flame.

Back to top (page 1)

Miscellaneous Flame Improvements

■ Player: A new Side-by-Side option is available in the Compare Mode / Stereo section of the Player's Viewing Setting.
In this mode, the Primary and Secondary tracks are displayed side-by-side.

■ MediaHub: You can now Select All from the contextual menu when Scan Subdirectories is enabled.
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■ Export: When importing stills, you can now specify a duration, in the Still Duration field of the General tab of the
Media Import menu. The result is the same as if you had trimmed out the stills in the Timeline to the specified duration.

Back to top (page 1)

What's New in Lustre

Install

■ The Lustre software, that is bundled with Flame Premium, can now be installed and run on a separate machine, in
parallel with Flame.

User Settings

■ New options to enable Second Screen and Thumbnail display (More information in Second Screen section, below).

■ You can now enable notes and flags for on-screen display.

■ New Keep Flags From Grade option, in the Display & Interface menu, of the User settings. When enabled, this option
enables custom flags from the loaded grade to be integrated to the application based custom flags file. This option is
disabled by default.

User Interface

■ Lustre now displays a warning about possible data loss when entering the Project or User Preferences.

Navigation

■ The Forward and Backward playback keyboard shortcuts have changed. In pre-2015 versions of the application, the
Up and Down arrows were assigned to backward and forward playback. Because of the Variable playback speed feature,
introduced in Flame 2015, the ability to change the playback direction was no longer available via keyboard shortcuts.
New keyboard shortcuts have been assigned to backward & forward playback:

During playback, the following keyboard shortcuts enable forward and backward playback:
■ Right Alt for backward playback.

■ Right Ctrl for forward playback.

When playback is stopped, the Right Alt and Right Ctrl keyboard shortcuts are used for backward and forward
frame navigation, as in previous releases.

Matte Extraction

■ When working with proxy media and using the Shrink parameter of the Matte Extraction tool in the Secondaries
menu, the value was modified when applied to the full resolution image, producing a different result. This issue has
been fixed in PR45.3 but grades and Grade Bins created in previous releases while the viewer was set to proxy view will
be loaded with the proxy view value. Make sure to verify the integrity of grade before rendering any project using
Shrink. No issue will be seen If the grade or Grade Bins were saved while the viewer was set to full resolution view.

Storyboard

■ In Large Storyboard view, you can now define the size of thumbnails using the Alt+Q keyboard shortcut. This cycles
between normal and double sized thumbnails.
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Animation

■ You can now right-click on a single key frame, in the Animation Editor List View, and modify its value with the
on-screen calculator. It is also possible to enter a number on the calculator and use the up/down arrows to interactively
modify the value.

Rendering

■ Lustre now correctly renders media to Flame Media Library using the project defined format when Compressed
Intermediate option is set to Apple ProRes or Avid DNxHD. As opposed to before, when DPX files would be generated
even if the Flame project settings was set to a compressed format.

Colour Management

■ User-generated inverted Float LUTs are now correctly interpreted.

■ When creating a custom Colour Transform, you can now mute the current transform using Shift+M.

Flags System

■ System Flags name are now shown in Bold to differentiate them from user-defined flags.

■ New Flags user interface to Add, Delete, Copy and Move user defined flags, with the Up / Down arrows. Selecting a
flag and pressing the Up / Down arrows cycles the flag from bottom to top. Single selection only.

■ The Flags visibility icon for On Screen display (located in the Flags List) changed from an “X” to an eye icon.

■ You can delete flags without confirmation, by holding Ctrl and pressing the Delete button.

■ You can now define the shape and color of user defined flags:
■ Middle-clicking the flag icon cycles through Circle, Square and Triangle.

■ Shift-Middle-clicking the flag icon cycles between 16 colors.

NOTE The color, shape and position of system flags cannot be modified.

Storyboard and On-Screen Display Visibility
■ You can now display system or user-defined flags on the Storyboard and on the On-Screen Display.

■ You can create up to 128 user-defined flags, but a maximum of 40 user-defined flags can be displayed in Storyboard
display. The number of flags that can be displayed in On-Screen Display varies based on flag size and the resolution
of the content.

■ When loading a grade, the flags saved in this grade can be integrated to the application-based custom flags file. This
is enabled using the Keep Flags From Grades User Preference.

■ When the Keep Flags From Grade option is disabled, you can still save flags from your grades, when modifying the
grades (position, name or color). The flags are saved when you save the grade.

Enable / Disable Flags Keyboard Shortcuts
■ You can use the [ keyboard shortcut to disable the Render flag functionality. The same keyboard shortcut can be used

to disable a single flag, when selected. This key remains available even if the Flag list is not enabled.

■ You can use the ] keyboard shortcut to enable the Render flag functionality. The same keyboard shortcut can be used
to enable a single flag, when selected. This key remains available even if the Flag list is not enabled.

On-Screen Display

■ There is a new user option to enable and define the On-Screen Display, in the Display & Interface menu of the User
settings.
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■ Notes and Flags display can be enabled / disabled independently.

■ The size of displayed shot name, notes and flags can be defined (Small, Medium or Large).

■ The location of flags can be defined (Bottom, Center, Top Center or Top).

On-Screen Display Keyboard Shortcuts
■ W: Enables or disables the On-Screen Display.

■ Ctrl+W: Defines the size of the On-Screen Display.

■ Alt+Shift+W: Enables or disables the display of shot name and notes (if enabled).

■ Alt+Ctrl+W: Enables or disables notes.

■ Ctrl+Shift+W: Enables or disables flags.

■ Alt+W: Enables the input of a path to define the location of flags.

Lustre Second Screen

■ A new web service allows for the display of the actual cut and grade in any Web browser. Clients attending a grading
session can follow what the colorist is doing, see updated storyboard thumbnails and view shot metadata. Lustre Second
Screen can also display the metadata of a single shot, regardless of whether it is the current shot or not. Notes information
can also be displayed.

■ Two new user options (located in Display & Interface) are used to enable the Second Screen and control the data that
is streamed:
■ Second Screen: Enable this option to have the Lustre Second Screen web service broadcast the currently loaded

grade and cut metadata (text only). This option is disabled by default.

■ Second Screen Proxies: Enable this option to broadcast the Storyboard thumbnails. When this option is disabled,
only text information is provided on the web server page. This option is disabled by default.

To use Lustre Second Screen, do the following:

1 Connect your web-enabled device (computer, laptop, phone, tablet, refrigerator, etc.) to the same network as
your workstation.

2 Open any web browser and type the following in the address bar: http://<workstation ip address>:8888

3 When prompted, enter lustre as the user name and password. The server page is loaded and displays the relevant
cut and grade information.

■ If the Second Screen Proxies option is enabled, the frame used in the Lustre Storyboard is shown and any modifications
are automatically reflected in the storyboard.

■ Clicking a thumbnail displays shot information, including notes.

■ Clicking Back To Storyboard, brings you back to the main page.

■ It is also possible to display the current shot in Shot View by clicking the Follow Current Shot link. This displays the
current shot in Shot View.

■ The web server is managed by Lustre, so when you start or exit Lustre, the web server starts / stops.

NOTE Enable Private Browsing in Mobile Safari, on IOS devices, to make sure the web page is properly refreshed.

Shot Reactor

■ Shot Reactor Automatic & Manual mode:  The behaviour of Shot Reactor can now be defined in the User preferences.
From the User / System & Menu / Shot Reactor menu (or from the Render / ShotReactor menu), you can select between:

■ Automatic:  When moving from shot to shot, Lustre automatically sends the previous shot to Shot Reactor (if Shot
Reactor Rendering and the Changed Flags are enabled). This is the default behaviour since Flame.
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■ Manual: In this mode, you manually send shots to Shot Reactor using the following keyboard shortcuts:

■ Alt+X: Enable / disable Shot Rector Rendering.

■ Shift+X: Send the current or selected shots to Shot Reactor. This keyboard shortcut is available in both Automatic
and Manual modes.

■ Ctrl+X: Clear the Shot Reactor queue.

NOTE When working in Manual mode, it is recommended to set the New Job User setting to Start Next (rather than the
default Start Last) for the rendering to be performed in the same order as the Timeline.

■ New Shot Reactor Job Indicator: A new Shot Reactor job indicator shows the current job’s shot number as well as
the job progress (percentage value), at the top right of the DVI display (same location as the Shot Reactor status). When
the job is complete, the shot number is no longer displayed.

■ New Shot Reactor Flag: A new system flag, displayed as a pink triangle, shows that as given shot is being rendered
through Shot Reactor. The flag appears on the Storyboard and on the On-Screen display. When rendering is done, the
flag is disabled. This flag cannot be enabled or disabled by the user.

Second Screen

■ The Lustre Second Screen link is now available on the Autodesk Web Tools page. Lustre must be running with the
Second Screen option enabled for the link to be visible.

■ Stability fixes for multiple web clients.

CDL / SDL Support

■ New Auto Load CDL/SDL User preference: From the User / System & Menu menu, you can enable Auto Load CDL/
SDL. This preference enables CDL and SDL support when conforming an EDL.

■ When working with multi-layers sequence, importing CDL from EDL now correctly applies the CDL data to all visible
shots, rather than only applying the data to the top layer shots.

■ It is possible to use the Match Options, in the Editing / Browse menu, to define the matching criteria for CDL matching.

■ From the Editing / Assemble menu, you can hold Ctrl while pressing the CDL/SDL Load options (All or Selected) to
apply the selected match options. By default, CDL/SDL support uses the record timecode for matching. However, for
EDLs that do not have the same structure as the sequence in Lustre, you can use the Source Match options to load
CDL/SDL data to the corresponding shots in the sequence.

Back to top (page 1)

Publishing Shots
Publishing a Shot

Before distributing shots to others, verify that the structure of the sequence, name the shots, and then
distribute.

To create a shot:

1 Verify that the shot has a "layered cake" structure.

This structure is the best layout when publishing a shot: Flame uses a bottom-most left-most segment
part of the shot to create the shot's timing structure.
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2 Identify segments that are part of the shot by assigning them an identical shot name. For Flame, a shot
is a group of segments that have the same Shot Name.

You can edit the shot name from the Conform view, or with the Rename Shot option from either the
Timeline gear menu or contextual menu.

3 Repeat for each shot on your timeline. Make sure to assign each shot a unique name.

TIP The Conform tab provides your with a great overview of your timeline, including assigned shot names.

Possible strategy for naming shots:

1 Select the bottom video track.

2 Select Rename Shot from the Timeline gear menu.

3 From the Add Token, select Segment Index. This assigns a unique shot name to each segment.

4 Now go from segment to segment, assigning each segment the segment id of the bottom-most segment.
You can do this in Conform, to edit Shot names in bulk.

When you are ready to distribute the shots, publish them.

To publish the shots to be used by other applications, including Flare:

1 Export the sequence.

2 In the Media Export window, navigate to the root folder.

The root folder is the published material destination where the published shot structure is created.
When you publish shots, you do not only export the media, you also export additional files that provide
information crucial to the shot publish workflow, such as Open Clip XML files and Batch setups for
each shot.

3 Set Export to Sequence Publish.

4 Set Format Preset to one of the Shot Publish existing presets.

For this procedure, we will use Shot Publish - Flame Root Directory (16-bit OpenEXR and No Audio).

5 Click Export.

Once the export is completed, you can see, next your original sequence, the published timeline named
as your sequence but appended with _publish.

When you open a shot published sequence, the versioned shot appears on a different Version layer of the
sequence. The bottom Version contains the original sequence.
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The versioned shot actually contains all of the media of the shot and effects, keeping the timing from the
original sequence.

Create New Version

■ Provides access to the open setup in a fashion similar to History. Like History, exiting automatically
triggers a new render, however in this case it will create all of the required media and metadata in the
appropriate paths in the job tree, and append a version to the timeline segment.

Append to Batch

■ Load the currently selected version of the Shot's Batch setup in Batch. This will include the Write File
node needed to append versions to the shot, in the job tree, and the segments in the timelines where it
is used.

Promote to Batch FX

■ Ingests the shot directly in the current timeline. This removes the connection to the job tree, as well as
its versions.

Opening the Shot in Flare

1 In Flare's Batch view, click Load.

2 Navigate to the folder where the shot's Batch setups are stored.

Batch setups for shots are placed in the path defined by Clip Options tab ➤ Setup Pattern field
in the Media Export window. In the Format Preset Shot Publish - Flame Root Directory (16-bit OpenEXR
and No Audio), Batch setups are located in flame/batch/.

3 Double-click the Batch setup to open it.

4 Edit the setup.

5 When done, click Render.

New media and version information are written to the paths set in the Write File node. The Open Clip
XML is updated to include this new version information. And a new version of the Batch setup is
automatically saved in the appropriate paths in the job tree.

Viewing a version in Flame:

1 Right-click the published sequence and select Media ➤ Source Version ➤ Update Source. _publish
identifies a published sequence.

This reloads the associated Open Clip XML, making sure the latest versions are available for viewing
to the sequence.

2 Open the published sequence.
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The original sequence is displayed on the bottom Version of the timeline. A new Version contains the
track with the published shots and referenced media.

3 On the Timeline, locate the shot segment on one of the Published shots tracks.

4 On the Timeline FX ribbon, select a version from the Clip Versions box. Click Pre-Processing if at first
you don't see it.

You can now playback the new version, open it in Batch, promote it to BFX, output it, or simply revert
back to a previous version.

Regarding Source Versions options:

■ Update Source: Reloads the Open Clip XML, making sure all the versions are available for viewing.

■ Select Current Version: Reloads the Open Clip XML, and then displays the version defined as current in
the Open Clip XML by the currentVersion property of the <versions> element. Usually pipeline tools
can change the current version based on approval policies.

■ Select Latest Version: Reloads the Open Clip XML, and automatically displays the latest version.

■ Also note that you can perform these operations on a segment, a whole sequence, multi-selected sequences,
and even a reel, Reels Group, a library, multiple libraries to updated all sequences within.

Regarding Batch Setups for Shots

Batch setups created with the Shot Publish workflow possess some interesting features that help minimize
record keeping.
■ The Write File node is already configured to use the correct render paths and the correct Format and

Settings options.

■ The version number automatically increases every time you render.

■ The Batch timing view provides you with the required layer information.

Shot Publish Presets

Note that there is a limited amount of presets for Shot Publish. These presets are provided mainly as examples
of naming patterns, examples you can customize to your specific needs. But as you customize those settings,
make sure you enable:
■ Copy Exported Clip in Media Library: This option creates in your Flame the special _publish sequence

with the Version that contains all the individual shots.

■ Create Clip Data: This option is the Shot Publish workflow by creating the Open Clip XML files, essential
to this feature.

■ Clip Versions: This option is required if you want to track the different versions for each shot.

■ Create Shot Setup: This option exports, together with the clip, the batch setups required for the FX.
Especially useful when working within a Flame-Flare setup.

But you can always edit the different patterns naming patterns to fit your facilities requirements.

Integration with Third Parties

You can integrate Flame in third-party asset management workflows, but it does require some additional
work.

This additional work consists of configuring Nuke (or any third-party application) to update the Open Clip
XML file. The Open Clip XML file stores version, media, and shot structure information. To leverage that
information, the third-party app must be able to decode (and encode) Open Clip XML. You can find
information about its format here.
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You can integrate this info to a script in the Write node in Nuke, or to a post-render script in Maya. Rendering
in such an application automatically runs the script to wrap the footage in the Open Clip XML format and
automates this process. If any new renders are output from these applications, they automatically update
in the Open Clip XML file.

And from the Flame, the process is identical to working with a Flare.

Python Hooks Reference
There have been a number of changes in how the Python Hooks behave in this latest version of Flame. In
addition to the already available hooks, 2015x2 includes new hooks to integrate Flame into a shot
management system.

Overall, 2015x2 includes the following changes in the Python hooks department:
■ New environment variables to help develop, deploy and debug hook implementation

■ New supported workflows, Media Export (especially sequence publish), Custom Export.

■ Updated hooks

■ Additional functionality in the form of Python dictionaries for data from Flame and persistent Python
object for user data

To provide more flexibility in how hook implementations are deployed, hooks are no longer loaded from
a single, monolithic, file ('hook.py'). It is now done by dynamically loading modules searching for supported
methods until all supported hooks are found. This allows users to separate hook implementations into
multiple files for better organization. The default distribution has been updated to leverage this and module
specific hooks have been moved to the appropriate file:
■ projectHook.py: projectChanged, appInitialized, projectSaved

■ exportHook.py: preCustomExport, postCustomExpoert, preExport, postExport, preExportSequence,
postExportSequence, preExportAsset, postExportAsset, useBackBurnerPostExportAsset, getCustomProfiles

■ batchHook.py: batchSetupLoaded, batchSetupSaved, batchExportBegin, batchExportEnd

■ archiveHook.py: archiveRestored, archiveComplete, archiveSegmentComplete, archiveSlectionUpdated

■ hook.py: renderEnded, playbackEnded, previewWindowConfigChanged

Bold-italics indicate new or updated hooks.

NOTE DL_PYTHONHOOKDIR is now deprecated and replaced by DL_PYTHON_HOOK_PATH.

New Environment Variables

DL_PYTHON_HOOK_PATH Allows you to set the path to the Python hooks files. It behaves similar to other
PATH variables.
exportDL_PYTHON_HOOK_PATH=/share1/dev/flame_hooks/test:/share1/dev/flame_hooks/productionIn
this case, Flame loads the hooks from test first, and then for any undefined hooks, continue to scan
production.

DL_DEBUG_PYTHON_HOOKS Enable to get verbose output from hooks, which should simplify the
debugging process. Outputs to the shell about:
■ Which hooks are loaded from which files

■ The data sent to each hook that is triggered

export DL_DEBUG_PYTHON_HOOKS=1
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Reloading Hooks From Within the Application

A new hotkey has been added to re-scan hook files while the application is running. This is useful to iteratively
test changes during implementation.

By default, this is mapped to Ctrl+Shift+P+H, but can be found in the hotkey editor under the name Scan
for python hooks.

Archive Hooks

archiveRestored

Called when a restore operation from an archive successfully completes. A restore operation can be as simple
as a partial restore (restoring a single clip) or as long as a full Project restore.

archiveName String. Name of the archive that was entered when the archive was first created, and from
which an element was successfully restored.

def archiveRestored( archiveName ):
print 'This archive was successfully restored: %s' % archiveName

archiveComplete

Called when an archive operation successfully completes. This can be archiving individual clips, Archive
Project, or Archive Setups. The archive need not be closed (Close Archive from the application UI) for
archiveComplete to be called.

archiveName String. Name of the archive to which elements were successfully archived.

def archiveComplete( archiveName ):
print 'This archive was successfully created: %s' % archiveName

archiveSegmentComplete

Called each time an archive segment is successfully written.

segmentPath String. Path to the archive segment file that successfully completed. segmentPath is empty
for non-file archives such as VTR archives.

archiveName String. Name of the archive that the segment is part of.

archivePath String. Path to the location where the segment was written to disk.

status Integer. Zero if successful, non-zero if there was an error.

statusMessage String. Description of the error, if any. Empty string if status is zero.

archiveComplete Boolean. True if all the segments of the archive successfully complete.

def archiveSegmentComplete( segmentPath, archiveName, archivePath, status,
statusMessage, archiveComplete ):

pass

archiveSelectionUpdated

archiveSelectionUpdated is blocking. The application waits for it to return.

Called when the user updates the information on the currently selected element in an opened archive (either
through the U keyboard shortcut, or through the Gear menu ➤ Update selection information.) Update
selection information tells the user which segments are needed to bring the selection back online.
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segmentInfo Dictionary{ Integer, String }. Map of segment ID to file path . If this is a non-file based archive,
indicates the device type.

numFrames Long. Number of frames of the selection.

numClips Integer. Number of clips in the selection.

dataSize Float. Size of the selection, in MB.

metadataSize Float. Size of the metadata for the selection, in MB.

def archiveSelectionUpdated( segmentInfo, numFrames, numClips,
dataSize, metadataSize ):

pass

Batch Hooks

bacthSetupLoaded and bacthSetupSaved can be run synchronously, or asynchronously in its own interpreter,
by setting their respective func_dict["async"] true or false.

batchSetupLoaded.func_dict[ "async" ] = True #Runs in its own interepreter
separate from the application
batchSetupSaved.func_dict[ "async" ] = False #Uses the same thread as the
application

batchSetupLoaded

Called whenever a batch setup is successfully loaded.

setupPath String. File path to the location of the loaded setup.

def batchSetupLoaded( setupPath ):
pass

batchSetupSaved

Called whenever a batch setup is successfully saved.

setupPath String. File path to the location of the saved setup.

def batchSetupSaved( setupPath ):
pass

batchExportBegin

This hook is called before the Write File node starts rendering and writing files to disk. batchExportBegin
blocks the export until it returns. This allows it to update the paths to the media even before it is created.

NOTE In case of stereoscopic renders, batchExportBegin is called twice, first for the left eye, then for the right
eye.

info Dictionary. Information about the export. Some of this information can be modified by the script as
it executes.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the export nodenodeName
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringEditable. Export path as entered in the

export node from within application.

exportPath

Can be modified by the hook to change

the written file's destination.

StringList of optional naming tokens as

entered in the application UI.

namePattern

StringFull path to the first frame that will be

exported, with all the tokens resolved.

resolvedPath

IntegerFrame number of the first frame that will

be exported.

firstFrame

IntegerFrame number of the last frame that will

be exported.

lastFrame

IntegerCurrent version number of this export.

Zero there is no version.

versionNumber

StringList of the tokens used in the UI to name

the Open Clip XML that will be created

by the export node.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

openClipNamePattern

StringFull path to the open clip that will be

created, with all the tokens resolved.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

openClipResolvedPath

StringList of the tokens used in the UI to name

the batch setup that will be created by

the export node.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

setupNamePattern

StringFull path to the batch setup that will be

created, with all the tokens resolved.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

setupResolvedPath

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Empty Dictionary that will be carried over into the batchExportEnd
hook. This can be used by the hook to pass black box data around.

def batchExportBegin( info, userData ):
pass
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batchExportEnd

This hook is called whenever a Write File node in Batch finished its render. Use it, amongst other things, to
publish renders to shot tracking systems, or to perform post-processing on successful renders.

NOTE In case of stereoscopic renders, batchExportEnd is called twice, first for the left eye, then for the right eye.

info Dictionary. Information about the export. Some of this information can be modified by the script as
it executes.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the export node.nodeName

StringExport path either entered in the export

node from within application, or edited

by batchExportBegin.

exportPath

StringList of the naming tokens as entered in

the application UI.

namePattern

StringFull path to the first frame that was ex-

ported, with all the tokens resolved.

resolvedPath

IntegerFrame number of the first frame that

was exported.

firstFrame

IntegerFrame number of the last frame that was

exported.

lastFrame

IntegerCurrent version number of this export.

Zero if there is no version.

versionNumber

StringCurrent version name of this export.

Empty if unversionned.

versionName

DoubleFrame width of the exported frames.fps

StringScan format of the exported asset. Pos-

sible values:

scanFormat

■ FIELD_1

■ FIELD_2

■ PROGRESSIVE

StringBit depth of the exported asset. Possible

values:

depth

■ 8-bits

■ 10-bits
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

■ 12-bits

■ 16 fp

LongFrame height of the exported asset.height

LongFrame width of the exported asset.width

DoubleFrame aspect ratio of the exported asset.aspectRatio

StringList of the tokens used in the UI to name

the Open Clip XML that was created by

the export node.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

openClipNamePattern

StringFull path to the open clip that was cre-

ated, with all the tokens resolved.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

openClipResolvedPath

StringList of the tokens used in the UI to name

the batch setup that was created by the

export node.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

setupNamePattern

StringFull path to the batch setup that was

created, with all the tokens resolved.

Only available if Clip Version (version-

ning) is enabled in the UI.

setupResolvedPath

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Empty Dictionary that is carried over from the batchExportBegin hook.
This can be used by the hook to pass black box data around.

def batchExportEnd( info, userData ):
pass

Project Hooks

projectChanged, appInitialized, and projectSaved can all be run synchronously or asynchronously in its
own interpreter, by setting their respective func_dict["async"] true or false.

projectChanged.func_dict[ "async" ] = True #Runs in its own interepreter separate
from the application
appInitialized.func_dict[ "async" ] = False #Uses the same thread as the
application
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projectChanged

Called every time the project is changed in the application. This includes the project selection on launch.

projectName String. Name of the loaded project.

def projectChanged(projectName):
pass

appInitialized

Called when the application is done loading (from to the Start screen to the actual tab-based UI).

projectName String. Name of the loaded project.

def appInitialized( projectName ):
pass

projectSaved

Called whenever a project save is performed by the application. Can be an auto-save, or a user-initiated one.

projectName String. Name of the project saved. This is the project currently open in the UI.

saveTime Float. Time it took to save the project (in seconds).

isAutoSave Boolean. True if the save was automatically initiated. False if the user initiated it.

def projectSaved( projectName, saveTime, isAutoSave ):
pass

Generic Hooks

Located in the hook.py.

renderEnded

Called when a sequence finishes rendering, even if the render was unsuccessful due to factors such as a
manual abort.

sequenceName String. Name of the rendered sequence.

elapsedTimeInSeconds Float. Number of seconds it took to render the sequence named sequenceName.

def renderEnded(sequenceName, elapsedTimeInSeconds):
pass

playbackEnded

Called when a sequence finishes playback, successfully or not.

sequenceName String. Name of the sequence that was played back.

fps Float. The frames per second rate at which the sequence was played back.

def playbackEnded(sequenceName, fps):
pass

previewWindowConfigChanged

Called when the user changes the video preview device. The parameters for previewWindowConfigChanged
are actually read from the init.cfg VideoPreviewDevice keyword.
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description String. Description of the video preview device, such as 1920x1080@5994i_free.

width Integer. Width of the selected preview device.

height Integer. Height of the selected preview device.

bitDepth Integer. Integer of the selected preview device.

rateString String. Rate of the selected preview device, such as 6000i.

syncString String. Sync source of the selected preview device, such as freesync.

def previewWindowConfigChanged(description,width,height,bitDepth,
rateString,syncString):
pass

Export Hooks

Located in the exportHook.py.

These hooks are used when the user exports from the application.

Export hooks are called in the following order:

■ preCustomExport Optional: called if required by getCustomExportProfiles. Called when the contextual
menu item defined by getCustomExportProfiles is selected by the user.

■ preExport Always called. In a regular export, preExport is called as the Export window is displayed to the
user. In a custom export, called after preCustomExport.

■ preExportSequence Always called. Called before writing the sequence.

■ preExportAsset Always called. When it is called depends on the export option. With Foreground Export,
all preExportAsset are called for each assets immediately in one go. With Background Export, each
preExportAsset is called as each asset job is submitted to Backburner.

■ postExportAsset Always called. Called after an asset is written. Can be done in backburner as determined
by use BackburnerPostExportAsset.

■ postExportSequence Always called. Called after postExportAsset.

■ postExport Always called. Called after postExportSequence.

■ preCustomExport Optional: called if required by getCustomExportProfiles. Called after preCustomExport.
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NOTE In the following descriptions, some dictionary keys have the [Modifiable] keyword. This indicates that
assigning a value to this key will overwrite the key's original value. Keys without the [Modifiable] keyword have
read-only values.

Export Hook Example

The info dictionary contains the information set by the selected preset, be that by the contextual menu
defined by getCustomExportProfiles, or by the preset selected by the user in the Export window.

This means that for regular exports, the user either uses one of the presets, or inputs the required information
in the Export dialog box. For custom exports, the getCustomExportProfiles get the actual profile use, based
on the contextual menu defined within.

NOTE To create an export profile, access the Export dialog, and save a new Format Preset.

def getCustomExportProfiles( profiles ):
profiles['Create Stuff']=
'/usr/discreet/flamepremium_2015.2.pr45/export/presets/CustomExport.xml'

When performing a regular export through the Export window, use preExport to validate or overwrite settings
that the user might have changed. This ensures the exported information is correctly output, to the correct
directory.

def postExportAsset( info, userData ):
# These processes are performed here because the postExportAsset is called
# each time an asset is done being written.
#
# Make sure that the written asset is something we actually went to process
#
assetType = info.get( "assetType" )
if ( assetType not in [ "video", "batch", "openClip", "batchOpenClip" ] ): return
# If the export is foreground, accumulate the asset and update the asset
# management system at the end of the export process to increase performace
#
if ( not info.get( "isBackground", False ) ):
userData[ "assetList" ][ assetType ].append( info )
else:
if ( assetType == "video" ):
createVersions # Create a new version in the asset management
elif ( assetType == "batch" ):
createBatchAssets # Create an entry for the Batch setup
elif ( assetType == "openClip" ):
createOpenClipAsset # Create and insert the Open Clip XML file
elif ( assetType == "batchOpenClip" ):
createBatchOpenClip # Create the batch Open Clip XML file

preCustomExport

Called before a custom export begins, just after the user clicks the Export button. The export is blocked until
the function returns.
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info Dictionary. Information about the export. Some of this information can be modified by the script as
it executes and is marked as Editable.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringEditable. Name of the host where the

exported files will be written. Defaults

to localhost.

destinationHost

StringEditable. Export path root. This path will

probably be added to by the actual

Preset path. Defaults to /tmp.

destinationPath

StringEditable. Path to the preset used for the

Export.

presetPath

BooleanEditable. Set abort to True to abort

the export process.

abort

StringEditable. The error message to be dis-

played to the user when the export

process has been aborted.

abortMessage

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def preCustomExport( info, userData ):
pass

postCustomExport

Called after a custom export ends. The export is blocked until postCustomExport returns.

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the exported

files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

StringPath to the preset used for the Export.presetPath

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def postCustomExport( info, userData ):
pass
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preExport

Called before an export begins

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the exported

files will be written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

BooleanEditable. Set abort to True to abort

the export process.

abort

StringEditable. The error message to be dis-

played to the user when the export

process has been aborted.

abortMessage

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def preExport( info, userData ):
pass

postExport

Called before an export begins

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the exported

files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def postExport( info, userData ):
pass

preExportSequence

Called before an sequence export begins. The export is blocked until this function returns.
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info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the exported

files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

StringName of the exported sequence.sequenceName

StringTuple of every shot name in the expor-

ted sequence. Note that multiple seg-

shotNames

ments can use the same shot name:

segments sharing shot names are part

of the same shot.

BooleanEditable. Set abort to True to abort

the export process.

abort

StringEditable. The error message to be dis-

played to the user when the export

process has been aborted.

abortMessage

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def preExportSequence( info, userData ):
pass

postExportSequence

Called after a sequence export ends. The export is blocked until this function returns.

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the exported

files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

StringName of the exported sequence.sequenceName

StringTuple of every shot name in the expor-

ted sequence. Note that multiple seg-

shotNames

ments can use the same shot name:

segments sharing shot names are part

of the same shot.
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userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def postExportSequence( info, userData ):
pass

preExportAsset

Called before an asset export begins. The export is blocked until this function returns.

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the expor-

ted files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

StringList of optional naming tokens as

entered in the application UI.

namePattern

StringEditable.Path (relative to destin-

ationPath) with the tokens re-

solved.

resolvedPath

StringName of the exported asset.name

StringName of the sequence to which

this asset belongs.

sequenceName

StringName of the shot to which this

asset belongs.

shotNames

StringType of the exported asset. Pos-

sible values:

assetType

■ video

■ audio

■ batch

■ openClip

■ batchOpenClip

LongFrame width of the exported asset.width

LongFrame height of the exported as-

set.

height
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

DoubleFrame aspect ratio of the exported

asset.

aspectRatio

StringBit depth of the exported asset.

Possible values:

depth

■ 8-bits

■ 10-bits

■ 12-bits

■ 16 fp

StringScan format of the exported asset.

Possible values:

scanFormat

■ FIELD_1

■ FIELD_2

■ PROGRESSIVE

DoubleFrame rate of the exported asset.fps

DoubleFrame rate of the sequence to

which this asset belongs.

sequenceFps

IntegerThe source in point as frame, using

the asset frame rate (the fps).

sourceIn

IntegerThe source out point as frame, us-

ing the asset frame rate (the fps).

sourceOut

IntegerThe record in point as frame, using

the sequence frame rate (the se-

quenceFps).

recordIn

IntegerThe record out point as frame, us-

ing the sequence frame rate (the

sequenceFps).

recordOut

StringID of the sequence's track that

contains the asset.

track

StringName of the sequence's track that

contains the asset.

trackName

IntegerAsset index (1 based) in the track.segmentIndex
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringCurrent version name of this ex-

port. Empty if unversionned.

versionName

StringCurrent version number of this

export. Zero if unversionned.

versionNumber

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def preExportAsset( info, userData ):
pass

postExportAsset

Called after an asset export ends. The export is blocked until this function returns.

info Dictionary. Information about the export.

Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the host where the expor-

ted files were written to.

destinationHost

StringRoot of the export path.destinationPath

StringList of optional naming tokens as

entered in the application UI.

namePattern

StringEditable.Path (relative to destin-

ationPath) with the tokens re-

solved.

resolvedPath

StringName of the exported asset.name

StringName of the sequence to which

this asset belongs.

sequenceName

StringName of the shot to which this

asset belongs.

shotNames

StringType of the exported asset. Pos-

sible values:

assetType

■ video

■ audio

■ batch

■ openClip

■ batchOpenClip
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

LongFrame width of the exported asset.width

LongFrame height of the exported as-

set.

height

DoubleFrame aspect ratio of the exported

asset.

aspectRatio

StringBit depth of the exported asset.

Possible values:

depth

■ 8-bits

■ 10-bits

■ 12-bits

■ 16 fp

StringScan format of the exported asset.

Possible values:

scanFormat

■ FIELD_1

■ FIELD_2

■ PROGRESSIVE

DoubleFrame rate of the exported asset.fps

DoubleFrame rate of the sequence to

which this asset belongs.

sequenceFps

IntegerThe source in point as frame, using

the asset frame rate (the fps).

sourceIn

IntegerThe source out point as frame, us-

ing the asset frame rate (the fps).

sourceOut

IntegerThe record in point as frame, using

the sequence frame rate (the se-

quenceFps).

recordIn

IntegerThe record out point as frame, us-

ing the sequence frame rate (the

sequenceFps).

recordOut

StringID of the sequence's track that

contains the asset.

track
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Data TypeDescriptionKey

StringName of the sequence's track that

contains the asset.

trackName

IntegerAsset index (1 based) in the track.segmentIndex

StringCurrent version name of this ex-

port. Empty if unversionned.

versionName

StringCurrent version number of this

export. Zero if unversionned.

versionNumber

userData Dictionary. User-defined. Dictionary that could have been populated by previous export hooks
and that will be carried over into the subsequent export hooks. This can be used by the hook to pass black
box data around.

def postExportAsset( info, userData ):
pass

useBackburnerPostExportAsset

Indicates whether postExportAsset should be called from a backburner job or directly from the application.

Not generating a postExportAsset backburner job for exports that are using backburner could result in
postExportAsset being called before the export job is complete.

def useBackburnerPostExportAsset():
return True

getCustomExportProfiles

Returns the custom export profiles to show to the user in the contextual menu that is displayed when
right-clicking a clip in the application. These custome export profiles are displayed after the Export... menu
item, and are expected to trigger an export.

profiles Dictionary. User-Defined. A dictionary of userData dictionaries where the keys are also used as the
name of the profiles displayed in the contextual menu.

def getCustomExportProfiles( profiles ):
pass
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